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Abstract
Recently, The Internet of Vehicles (IoV) concept is becoming very popular due
to sharing of the data between vehicles and the infrastructure. The sharing of
data is very important for enhancing vehicular services, but at the same time
makes IoV vulnerable for security and privacy issues. The smart and inter-
connected vehicles produce sophisticated services for transport authorities, car
manufacturers, vehicle owners, and other service providers. IoV are very vulner-
able to malicious attacks due to its self-organizing nature and the open source
nature of its implementations. This exposes the smart and interconnected vehi-
cles to a variety of privacy and security threats, such as a remote hijacking or
location tracking of vehicles. Thus, the security for IoV environment is criti-
cal. Blockchain technology has been recently used for cybersecurity due to the
robustness and integrity preserving nature of its design. This review article pro-
vides a detailed survey of existing work in the literature to secure IoV through
blockchain techniques such as security, privacy, reputation, distributed, decen-
tralized, data sharing, authentication, and trust-based approaches. The paper
presents the detailed discussion and analysis of these blockchain techniques
to secure IoV. In addition, we present the gaps and research challenges identi-
fied from the existing research works. This provides work directions for future
research in blockchain techniques to secure IoV.

1 INTRODUCTION

With the rapid growth of the Internet of Vehicles (IoV) and the automobile industry, the vehicles produce various kinds
of data using onboard devices. The vehicles share and collect the data for improving driver safety and obtaining a better
intelligent transportation system with high quality of service.1 However, several privacy and security challenges exist in
order to share data in the IoV. At the same time, the vehicles are not able to upload the data to the infrastructures that are
situated on roadside units ((RSUs) with centralized management architecture due to the possibilities of data manipula-
tion and a single point of failure. The Peer-to-Peer (P2P) data sharing concepts can be applied to the vehicles to resolve
the problems of centralized management, but we still face the data issues without proper protection and authorization
in the architecture. These challenges affect the vehicle data circulation, even forming a data “island”, and hence delaying
the future development in IoV.2
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Autonomous self-driving capabilities and features in smart vehicles continue to increase. As a consequence, secu-
rity and privacy breaches will result in accidents and threaten the lives of road users. Due to significant processors and
energy constraints, sensor networks, and state of art mobile networks for vehicles are currently lacking configuration
support for standard IoV devices. Furthermore, in autonomous vehicles, instead of a one-time initial configuration, effi-
cient real-time authentication is needed because the vehicle must consistently authorize several vehicles on the road. The
Blockchain (BC) provides a decentralized Framework for Real Time Applications to enable and ensure the secure commu-
nications between two vehicles and other acts in intelligent transportation systems. Blockchain also enables the privacy
and performance of the new proposed techniques in terms of availability, costs, integrity, execution time, and immutabil-
ity. Due to the above reasons, the blockchain scheme is integrated with IoV and has attracted various researchers due to
its anonymity, trust characteristics of blockchain, and decentralization.3 The blockchain introduces the trusted, secure,
and the decentralized intelligence-based transport ecosystem for solving vehicle data-sharing issues.4 In Reference 5, the
blockchain-enabled data-sharing approach that was devised provides the capability to address the control challenges con-
nected with the stored sensitive data. This is based on built-in autonomy and immutability properties of the blockchain.
In Reference 6, the blockchain-distributed method was devised for distributing the patient data and employing the
blockchain network for creating the prediction model. A privacy-preserving data platform based on blockchain has been
proposed in Reference 7 in which the data were stored and encrypted in the blockchain federation where the data user
gets the decryption key from the data owner.

With the recent advancement of the Internet of Vehicles (IoV), many vehicles need to get into this vast IoV system,
but the traffic to be dealt with and measured is enormous. Simultaneously, with the expansion of traffic load on unified
frameworks bottleneck is an issue.8,9 In addition to the expensive and complex designing procedures, the focal server could
be the bottleneck of the whole framework. If the server comes up short, it might break the entire framework. Moreover,
it is hard for various suppliers to ensure interoperability and similarity among systems.

Figure 1 depicts the blockchain-based Internet of Vehicles security architecture. Figure 1 shows the overall architec-
ture for the blockchain-based Internet of Vehicle security. Vehicles connected in the blockchain network either act as
“miner” nodes or “peer” nodes. The blockchain network contains “n” number of miner nodes and “m” number of peer
nodes. The miner node will verify if any new node joins in the blockchain-based internet vehicles security network. Peer
nodes in the network only use the service offered by a blockchain network. For example, in a blockchain-based inventory
network, the board, record keeping, and provenance following become simple as the item data can be obtained through

F I G U R E 1 The architecture of blockchain-based Internet of Vehicles security
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F I G U R E 2 The advantage of block-chain techniques for the Internet of Vehicles security

implanted sensors and radio-frequency identification labels. The historical backdrop of an item directly from its start
to where it is in the here-and-now can be followed through blockchain. Figure 2 depicts the advantage of Block-chain
techniques for the Internet of Vehicles security.

The primary contribution of this paper is to review various existing blockchain techniques for IoV security. As per our
literature review, there is no existing work that reviews the blockchain-based methods for IoV security. We categorized
the existing blockchain-based security methods for IoV into security, privacy, reputation, decentralized, data sharing, and
authentication-based approaches then analyzed the research gaps. The survey is also conducted from the timeline, tools
used by the researchers, and performance evaluation metrics used in the experimentation perspective. Moreover, the
adopted average execution time is considered for the performance evaluation of suggested blockchain in vehicles. The
limitations of the existing blockchain-based methods related to IoV security are analyzed and specified as the research
gaps. This will inspire future research in the extension of effective blockchain techniques to secure IoV.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the security threats from IoV perspective. Section 3 elab-
orates the review of blockchain methods presented in the literature classified by security-based, reputation-based,
distributed-based, decentralized-based, data sharing-based, authentication-based, trust-based, and other techniques.
Section 4 discusses the analysis of the techniques based on year of publication, toolset, techniques, and performance
metrics. Section 5 discusses the research gaps and open issues. Finally, Section 6 presents the conclusion remarks.

2 SECURITY THREATS IN IOV

Cybersecurity-related threats are an important issue.10-29 Similarly, there are several possible security attacks in IoV that
can be classified based on security requirements: Authentication, Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability.30-32

2.1 Authentication-related attacks

“Sybil” attack: In this attack, attackers create fake nodes to create chaos in the vehicle network. In addition, a GPS decep-
tion attack is possible where the attacker sends fake GPS signals to misguide a vehicle. This attack is named based on a
study of a woman with multiple personality disorder. Similarly, an attacker can claim or take different identities and use
these identities to cause disruption to the normal functioning of the system. In an IoV environment, a node with multi-
ple identities and malicious intent can damage the system by controlling the other vehicles or nodes in a given moment.
Considering the dynamic and fast-moving nature of the IoV, this type of an attack is easy for the attackers to launch and
cause substantial damage to IoV network.

Masquerading attacks: Classical masquerading attacks, where an attacker pretends to be one of the entities in the
IoV network. This type of an attack is also called as impersonation attack. In this attack, the malicious entities act like
a benign user and perform actions as if they are beneficial to the network. However, after some time they cause actions
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with malicious intent to confuse and misdirect the benign normal users. This attack is made possible by having multiple
nodes in IoV network with same identifier. That way, the malicious user gets hold of authentic identifier and then use
this ID to gain an unauthorized access to the IoV network and cause further damage.

Wormhole attack: Wormhole attack, the malicious nodes collude to misguide victim vehicles and also cause deadlocks.
These types of attacks happen when an attacker tries to create bogus network links in order to control the flow of the
traffic. This is possible by making the legitimate nodes believe that these bogus links result in the best route to reach
the destination.

2.2 Availability-related attacks

Denial of Service attack: In Denial of Service attacks, the attacker sends fake requests to genuine nodes and disrupts the
vehicular communication. In this type of attack, the attacker bombards the genuine server/host node with request such
that it will not be able to serve the genuine requests from the other nodes in IoV network, resulting in disruption of the
service. In the distributed denial of service attacks, the attacker uses multiple compromised systems such as bot (zombies)
to flood the network from many different directions and cause severe damage to the IoV system. As a result, the vehicles
will not get the required data such as directions and road status and the vehicle network may end up standstill.

Channel Inference Attack: In channel inference attacks the malicious attacker jams the communication channels and
disrupt the communication. This attack utilizes the limited and transmission power bandwidth nature of IoV systems to
collapse it.

2.3 Integrity-related attacks

From an integrity perspective, the malicious nodes modify the routing information to misguide the genuine vehicles in the
network. By integrity, we mean that data that have been transmitted from source node is not modified when it is received
at sink node. In such type of attacks, attacker somehow enters IoV system and accesses the packets that are being sent
in the IoV network, modifies them and then send to the sink node. Following are the possible types of Integrity-related
attacks.

Man in the Middle (MITM) Attacks: In this type of an attack, the malicious entity obtains confidential information
such as key or data between the sender and receiver. This is a very critical attacker since the vehicles can be fooled as if
the information is coming from the genuine node in the IoV network.

Forgery attacks: In this type of attack, the malicious entities fakes to be a user device in the IoV network and start
controlling the IoV system by modifying the control packet as per its will.

2.4 Confidentiality and privacy-related attacks

Eavesdropping attacks: From confidentiality and privacy perspectives, the IoV networks are prone to eavesdropping
attacks. These attacks are difficult to protect due to their passive nature. In this type of passive attack, attacker passively
sees all vehicles and the user data passing through it.

Reconnaissance attacks: In this type of attack, the attacker will be gathering information about IoV network for use in
a future attack.

3 LITERATURE SURVEY

In this section, we review different blockchain approaches in IoV. Figure 3 illustrates the classification of distinc-
tive blockchain techniques. Here, different techniques, such as security-based approaches, privacy-based approaches,
reputation-based approaches, distributed-based approaches, decentralized-based approaches, data sharing-based
approaches, authentication-based approaches, and trust-based approaches, are described to provide clarity of the
blockchain techniques to secure IoV. We believe that the limitations of these methods will motivate researchers to develop
novel methods for blockchain techniques.
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F I G U R E 3 Categorization of blockchain approaches in IoV

Mendiboure et al proposes the importance of blockchain framework for IoV applications in Reference 33. They indi-
cate that in order to make IoV a reality, several security and operational requirements should be considered and that
Blockchain can play an important role in addressing these issues to implement an IoV concept widely. While there are
challenges to integrate Blockchain technology with IoV, studying them and solving these challenges are important to
realize the vision of IoV.33

As per our literature review, any survey paper does not exist on the Blockchain Techniques for Internet of Vehi-
cles security. However, there are survey works on how blockchain is used in IoV for Intelligent Transportation
Systems,9 blockchain for IoT security,34 blockchain-based applications in Internet of Vehicles,33 blockchain for IoT,35 and
blockchain and edge computing for IoV.36

3.1 Classification of blockchain techniques

In the following sub-sections, we illustrate the specific research works that make use of different blockchain approaches
for IoV. The analysis of different blockchain techniques employed for IoV is also described

3.1.1 Security-based techniques

In this subsection, we review the security approaches employed for blockchain in IoV. Vehicles are secured using
blockchain. Figure 4 shows how a blockchain secures vehicle to vehicles communications or vehicles to public
infrastructure.

Chaudhary et al developed Blockchain-enabled secure energy trading (BEST) for Electrical Vehicles (EVs).37 In this
framework, the blockchain was utilized for validating EV requests in a distributed way to ensure the resilience over
single-point failure. In this case, the miner nodes were chosen for validating the requests based on the time of stay, connec-
tivity record, energy requirements, and dynamic pricing. Besides, software-enabled networking is employed as a network
backbone for sending EV requests to the global software network controller.

Iqbal et al developed the characterization of the vehicle malware as well as the security architecture for protecting
the vehicle from the malware.38 This architecture employed multiple computational platforms and used a virtualization
approach for limiting the attack service. They designed a real-time operating system for controlling the functionalities of
a vehicle and other operating systems for non-critical functionalities. The security architecture also describes the group
of components for preventing malicious activities and performing policing (monitor, control, and detect).

Li et al presented Fog Computing-based Secure Demand Response (FSDR) for the Internet of Energy (IoE) based on
Access Control Encryption and consensus against the collusion attacks.39 In the FSDR, the node was re-established as
the sanitizer for transferring the design response (DR) strategies and the encrypted energy states in a random manner.
Liu et al developed blockchain-driven data and energy coins using consensus, where the data contribution frequency and
the energy contribution amount were applied for achieving better system performance.40 In addition, they also presented
the security solutions to secure vehicular interactions in the Electric Vehicles Edge and Cloud Computing.
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F I G U R E 4 Vehicles security using blockchain

Kim et al developed a secure EV charging system based on blockchain, addressing the security issues in the charg-
ing systems.41 This charging system ensures a mutual authentication, better forward secrecy, the security of a key, and
also provides effective charging. Qian et al, designed a method to assess the feasibility of the private BC approach to solve
security issues, such as high processing time or preserving the integrity, confidentiality, and authenticity.42 In this frame-
work, in-vehicle networking systems, such as switches, and central (or connected) gateways (cGW) were considered. In
this case, switches and cGW are the BC nodes in which the BC consensus protocols keep all nodes synchronized to each
other.

Singh and Kim developed Intelligent Vehicle- Trust Point (IV-TP) for the communication of vehicles from IVs based
on Blockchain technology.43 In this approach, the communication data provide the reliability and the security of the net-
work. Ao et al developed an approach to provide the secure key management inside the heterogeneous network.44 In
this case, the SMs play a vital role in vehicle departure information retrieval, encapsulating block to the transport keys.
After that, the rekeyed vehicles were executed in the identical security domain. In the initial phase, the novel Group
Key Management (GKM) approach was introduced, which is based on Leaving Probability (LP) of vehicles for vehicu-
lar communication systems (VCS). This factor was utilized for achieving the efficient rekeying scheme, and the limited
rekeying costs. In the second part, the BC concept was established for simplifying the distributed key management in the
heterogeneous VCS domains.

Rowan et al developed a secure inter-vehicle communication system based on side channels.45 This approach was
utilized for verifying the position and finding the vehicle being communicated with, and it incorporates that vehicle iden-
tifier in cryptographic set up exchanges. Huang et al presented a decentralized security approach based on the lightning
network and the smart contract in the BC ecosystem.46 The overall procedure of the developed model involved schedul-
ing, registration, charging, and the authentication phase. Here, the security scheme was integrated easily with the current
scheduling approaches for improving the trading security between charging piles and electric vehicles (EVs).

Rathee et al developed a security mechanism to connect the autonomous vehicle services approach based on the
BC technique.47 The IoT devices or the vehicles were traced and recorded within the BC for providing the trans-
parency and secrecy of the cab drivers and the customers. Zhang et al presented the security architecture of vehicles
using edge computing and BC.48 This architecture is comprised of three layers: edge computing, perception, and the
service layer. The perception layer is introduced to utilize the security of the vehicle data in the transmission pro-
cess based on the BC approach. The edge layer generates the computing resources, and the edge cloud services to the
perception layer. The service layer employs the integration of traditional cloud storage and BC to ensure the security
of the data.

Xu et al introduced secure networking computing services for lightweight clients using Blockchain.49 In addition,
blockchain was established for providing security services. Subsequently, the smart contract was introduced to check
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the validity state of lightweight clients as on-chain services. The method failed to make the service provider employ
blockchain, and they utilize IoT-based feedback for obtaining the best trade-off, availability, and best system performance.

Lapets et al50 designed a multi-party computation (MPC) protocol to allow groups of co-operating users with min-
imal expertise; there are no specialized resources needed apart from the contribution of individual participants.50 This
system was mainly used for Boston Women’s Workforce Council. Bogdanov et al designed the MPC approach using small
primitive components.51 The composability of security notions plays a significant role in this system in order to deduce
the properties of complex protocols. Then, the weaker notion of privacy was introduced as the passive security model for
converting the private protocol into the universally composable protocol.

Micciancio and Tessaro developed a method for securing MPC.52 The feature in this framework allows to specify the
protocols in a manner that is independent of time, through the simplified cryptographic protocols. From a level of notation
perspective, the protocols were described by the systems of mathematical expressions.

Zhu et al designed a method based on both space and time parameters.53 Here, the protocol, named WRK, was intro-
duced to address various significant cryptographic and programmatic challenges. Then, the staged execution model was
established based on the combination of dynamic program instrumentation. Rahman et al developed secure IoV for
handling the transportation ecosystem of the dynamic crowd.54 This approach allowed the personalized as well as the
location-driven vehicle IoT data in order to save the IoT data in off-chain and blockchain repositories. Table 1 summarizes
the security challenge and its applications for the security-based blockchain techniques.

Kim et al developed Enhanced Blockchain-enabled IoV (EBIoV) to protect the connected car from attackers.55 Here,
this approach was designed on the basis of decentralized network and employed Blockchain Governance Game strategy
to improve the security of the connected car. For the security developments, the optimization was introduced to reserve
the honest nodes. Yin et al developed bidding mechanism for contributing the resources for better vehicles. Then, the time
window-enabled approach was introduced for managing tasks between the vehicles.56 Finally, the blockchain framework
was designed for achieving secured information through the smart contract in IoV.

Saied et al developed collaborative schemes for key establishment to reduce the needs of previous security protocols.57

The constrained device delegates their heavy cryptographic load to the less constrained nodes in the neighborhood
using spatial heterogeneity in IoT. Arora and Yadav developed an authentication-based secure data transfer approach in

T A B L E 1 Security-based techniques security challenge and its applications

S.No Method Security challenge/limitations Application

1 Blockchain-based secure
energy trading scheme

Single point of failure, and communication/computation
overheads on the network resources.

Energy trading in SDN-enabled
intelligent transportation system

2 Fog Computing-based Secure
Demand Response

Demand response is dangerous, and node can be easily
attacked by a Distributed denial of service of attack.

Internet of Energy

3 Electric Vehicles Cloud and
Edge Computing

Because of the information affectability and setting
multifaceted nature, vehicular applications stand up to
genuine security issues.

Contexts-aware vehicular
applications

4 Electric vehicle based on
blockchain

Electric vehicle charging frameworks are defenseless to a
disseminated refusal of administration and favored
insider assaults when the focal charging server is hacked.

Electric vehicles charging

5 Intelligent vehicle-trust point Lack of trust, information exactness and quality of
correspondence information in the data transmission link.

Intelligent vehicle communication

6 Lightning network and smart
contract

Key can be easily compromised by the attackers. Electric vehicle and charging pile
management

7 Autonomous vehicles services
framework

Malicious clients in the web of vehicles may misdirect the
entire correspondence where gatecrashers may bargain
savvy gadgets to execute a malevolent ploy.

Online cab booking

8 Blockchain-based secure
service provisioning
mechanism

Blockchain-based plans typically have low throughput and
high assistance idleness issues and take little thought of
essential data refreshing just as the lawfulness approval of
the various service

Lightweight clients from insecure
services in-network computing
scenarios.
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network-based blockchain technology.58 Initially, the blockchain protocol was developed for security in P2P transfer of
the bitcoins, but its performance has opened doors for its implementation in less secure areas.

Balasubramaniam and Sathyanarayanan developed a holistic approach to improve the connected vehicle security
using the blockchain.59 In addition, this approach focused on security services with intrusion protection throughout the
life cycle of the vehicle, which ensures the end-to-end protection. Li et al developed a secure energy trading system, termed
as an energy blockchain for addressing security challenges.60 This approach was utilized in the general scenarios of the
P2P energy trading system using the trusted intermediary. Then, the credit-driven payment scheme was introduced for
supporting fast, as well as frequent, energy trading.

Davi et al designed blockchain-enabled architecture using a shared ledger within a car from which every electronic
control unit (ECUs) acts as the miner and shares their information with the other ECUs.61 Here, this architecture
enhances the integrity of information for forensics.

Sharma developed an energy-efficient transaction model using blockchain technology in IoV.62 This approach was
utilized for reducing the number of transactions required for updating the ledgers on IoV. The main aim of the
developed model is to mitigate the burden of network from the several blockchain transfer operations while the max-
imal available energy was conserved. To achieve this, the distributed clustering model was introduced for energy
conservation.

3.1.2 Privacy-based techniques

In this section, we review the IoV security methods proposed in literature using the privacy-based techniques. Figure 5
depicts the vehicle’s security using privacy-based techniques.

The research work based on the privacy approaches for blockchain in IoV is discussed as follows: Gao et al devel-
oped a blockchain-enabled privacy preserved payment approach for Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) networks.63 This approach
is utilized for sharing the data with the secure user information. In this case, the data and registration maintenance
were introduced based on the blockchain approach for enabling payment auditing by users. Xu et al modeled the edge
computing-based computation offloading approach to tackle privacy leakage problems with privacy preservation.64 After
that, the Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) network based on vehicle routing was designed for obtaining the origin vehicle, where
the computing task was assigned at the destination vehicle.

Baza et al developed and distributed firmware updates for Autonomous Vehicles (AVs) subsystems, leveraging smart
contract, and blockchain technology.65 Here, the consortium of blockchain with various AVs are utilized for ensuring
the integrity and the authenticity of firmware updates. Kang Liu et al developed a secure, decentralized data trading and
debit-credit system for IoV using blockchain.66 In this scheme, the authors designed mechanism to encourage borrowing
and lending among vehicles by a motivation-based debit-credit mechanism.

F I G U R E 5 Vehicles security using privacy
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T A B L E 2 Privacy-based techniques security challenge and its applications

S.No Method Security challenge Application

1 Blockchain-based
privacy-preserving
payment mechanism

Reliability and effectiveness of exchanges are the main
problem in the Vehicle-to-Grid Networks. The private
blockchain provides better scalability, but it will not
provide better reliability of the transaction, since it will
add the transaction in ledger without verifying whether
the transaction is reliable or not.

Vehicle-to-Grid Networks.

2 Blockchain-based Firmware
Update

By controlling the usefulness of the subsystems through the
establishment of contaminated variants in the firmware,
an assailant can effectively hack autonomous vehicles
and completely/in part get to them, for example to
include the vehicle in mishaps purposely, which may
prompt sensational harms and slaughter individuals

An automatic software update
in autonomous vehicles

3 Blockchain-based certificate
revocation scheme

A pseudonym certificate is renounced if the endorsement
proprietor indulges in harmful practices.

Vehicular communication
systems

Asuquo et al presented Location-Based Services for Vehicular and Mobile Communications.67 Lei et al discussed a
blockchain-based certificate revocation scheme for VCS.68 The proposed Blockchain structure permits the public key
infrastructure by effectively setting the appropriate certificate revocation list (CRL) size. The authors have demonstrated
that the Blockchain-based scheme is proficient in packing the size of CRL altogether. Besides, by breaking down the mes-
sage handshake methodology among foundations and vehicles in VCS, the Blockchain gives a circulated system structure.
The after effects of message overheads between testament renouncement conspire to show that the Blockchain-based plan
discharges the correspondence trouble by lessening the general number of communicating messages. Table 2 summarizes
the privacy-based blockchain techniques for security challenges in IoV and its applications.

Jiang et al presented a cloud-based authentication and key agreement protocol by integrating passwords, biometrics,
and smart cards to ensure secure access to both cloud and AVs,69 and integrated an authentication and key establishment
protocol.70 However, they do not involve blockchain in their solution approach.

3.1.3 Reputation-based techniques

This section describes the reputation-enabled approaches in blockchain to provide security in IoV. Khelifi et al modeled
reputation-enabled blockchain mechanism for securing cache in a vehicular environment and improved the trust between
the consumer vehicles and cache stores.71 This framework was based on the blockchain network, and comprises of cache
store to increase or decrease reputation value based on server content. The developed approach is independent of the
deployment cache placement policy.

Kang et al modeled the two stages in their soft security enhancement solution, such as miner selection and the block
verification stages.72 In the first phase, the reputation-enabled voting approach was introduced for the secure miner selec-
tion. This framework was utilized for computing candidate’s reputation based on both recommended opinions and past
interactions from the other vehicles. The candidates with maximum reputation were chosen to be the standby and active
miners. In the second phase, the internal collision was prevented by active miners. Then, the contract theory was intro-
duced for modeling the interaction between two miners in which the delay and the block verification for security was
considered.

Yang et al developed the novel reputation system based on BC techniques for the data credibility assessment.73 In
this framework, the vehicles rate the received messages by observing the traffic environment and enter these ratings into
the block. Every block was chained to the existing one by storing the hash value of the previous block. After that, the
temporary center node was selected from the vehicles to broadcast the rating block.

Wang et al presented blockchain-enabled secure incentive scheme to deliver the energy in vehicular energy networks
(VEN).74 Initially, the permissioned energy blockchain system was introduced for implementing energy delivery services
securely using cryptocurrency and distributed ledgers. Then, the protocol named Proof of Reputation was established
to reach the consensus efficiently in blockchain. Consequently, the incentive model was employed to improve the EVs
utilities.
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Liang et al reported micro-blockchain-based interruption identification (MBID) to powerfully arrange interruption
identification procedures for Internet of vehicles.75 Specifically, in MBID, a smaller scale blockchain design was proposed
to gather nearby interruption tests that can be used to build interruption identification procedures fit for the present
state.75

Park et al proposed a motivating force plot consolidating with bitcoin on vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) to
animate vehicles emphatically, helping out different hubs and to remunerate their endeavors.76 Because of the secu-
rity highlights of the bitcoin framework the impetuses for volunteer vehicles are remunerated by methods for bitcoin,
which can be globally utilized as genuine money. In such a case, the decency to a message sender is ensured by utiliz-
ing multiset exchange with the goal that a message handing-off vehicle can get the motivating forces just if the vehicle
complete the message handing-off to a goal.76 Table 3 summarizes the security challenges and applications in IoV for the
reputation-based blockchain techniques.

3.1.4 Distributed-based techniques

The research works in the literature that utilizes the distributed-based blockchain approaches that are discussed in this
section. Dorri et al presents blockchain-driven architecture for protecting the privacy of the users, and to improve the secu-
rity of the vehicular ecosystem.77 Wireless remote software updates, another emerging service such as dynamic vehicle
insurance fees, were employed for illustrating the efficacy of security architecture.

Stanciu modeled BC-enabled distributed control system using the IEC 61499 standard.78 Here, the Hyperledger Fabric
was chosen as a BC solution in which the function blocks were executed as the smart contracts on the supervisor level.
The combination with the edge nodes was done based on micro-services architecture. Jiang et al developed the model
for outward transmission of vehicle BC data.79 Here, several types of nodes, such as roadside and vehicles for vehicle
networks, defined to form various sub-BC networks for IoV networks. The method failed to use traffic among the vehicles,
and hence the channel reliability of cellular networks suffered.

Li et al designed the architecture for blockchain-driven security for cloud storage distribution.80 In addition, the
genetic algorithm was introduced for solving a file block replacement issue among the multiple data centers and users
in the distributed cloud storage field. Sharma et al developed an approach by integrating blockchain with ad hoc vehicu-
lar networking for sharing the network resources with maximal reliability, security, and trust based on distributed access
control.81 Thus, this framework is utilized to share the information between the connected vehicles. Saini et al developed
permissioned blockchain network for the connected vehicle network with various layers.82 This approach ensures high-
est security to RSUs authorities. In this approach, the priority vehicles were able to query the trust position values and
then the path movement was accessed from the source to the destination.

Li et al developed a lightweight blockchain system, NAMED LightChain. This approach is resource efficient and is
appropriate for the power-constrained Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) areas.83 In addition, the Green Consensus
mechanism called Synergistic Multiple Proof was introduced to stimulate the co-operation of the IIoT devices. Sharma
designed vehicle network architecture using blockchain in Smart City context.84 This approach resulted in the secure
and reliable architecture, which operates in the distributed manner for constructing the novel distributed transport
management system.

Ramaguru et al developed Real-time Blockchain for IoV to ensure authentication and maintain secure communication
between vehicles.85 In addition, the smart contracts-enabled vehicle services, such as vehicle servicing slot payment and

T A B L E 3 Reputation-based techniques security challenge and its applications

S.No Method Security challenge Application

1 Reputation-based blockchain The reputation scheme may get influenced in various
situations, from various system levels.

Named Data Networking
caching application

2 Blockchain-based reputation The destination vehicle has to verify that the received data
have not been modified by the malicious vehicles in the
network.

Data credibility assessment in
vehicular networks

3 Reliable incentive scheme
using bitcoin

Payment framework makes it easy to control blockchain by
an attacker.

Cooperative vehicular
network services
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booking, automatic toll payment, vehicle insurance renewal, fuel payment and so on can be realized. Here, the developed
model supports the native crypto currency for payments in the network.

Sharma et al developed Distributed Blockchain-Based Vehicular Network Architecture for Smart City.86 The Block-VN
model permits vehicles to find and share their assets to make a system of vehicles on which they cooperate. Awais et al
modeled secure and decentralized frameworks for vehicular correspondence to keep IoV away from the security dan-
gers and low conveyance paces of the consolidated framework.87 This framework disperses attack messages through the
decentralized database for various situations to stay away from a crash. Additionally, they utilized blockchain to verify
the sender of a notification message through the data collected from every vehicle. The high precision rate demonstrates
that the framework is effectively recognizing malicious vehicles and ordinary vehicles.

Hammi et al developed the decentralized system, termed bubbles of trust for ensuring robust authentication and
identification of devices.88 This framework relied on the security advantages provided by the blockchain (BC) to create
secure virtual zones in which things identified and trusted each other. Angin et al presented an approach for the Internet
of Things (IoT) systems, which introduced tamper resistance and transparency into data retrieval and storage in IoT
networks.89 This solution is based on the applications of BC for providing data security guarantees and decentralized
device authentication.

Yang et al developed a decentralized trust management framework using BC techniques in IoV.90 In this framework,
the vehicles may validate received messages from the neighboring vehicles based on the Bayesian Inference model. Then,
the vehicles generate the rating for each message source vehicle based on the validation result. Subsequently, the RSUs
compute the trust value of vehicles and pack the data into the block. After that, every RSU adds their blocks to the trust
BC, which was maintained by all RSUs.

Dwivedi et al modeled a hybrid approach that integrates the advantages of the public key, private key, BC, and vari-
ous lightweight cryptographic primitives.91 Then, the patient-centric access control was introduced in order to maintain
medical records privacy and security. The proof of the work approach was employed by Abubaker et al to validate the
Demand Response (DR) events.92 This approach provides real-time mechanism supervision and real-time monitoring of
the end-user. In addition, Autonomous Vehicles (AVs) with the blockchain mechanism are introduced to provide secu-
rity services to the end-user. In addition, The Peer to Peer (P2P) car-sharing mechanism was employed for removing the
need for any bank or any other reliable authority.

Liu et al developed BC-enabled Mobile Edge Computing architecture to provide video streaming in a distributed and
secure manner.93 In addition, the series of smart contracts were used for enabling self-organized video transcoding and
the delivery service without using the centralized controller. After that, the users, Small Base Stations, and the Video
Providers (VP) adjust their strategies using transactional information on BC. Finally, an iterative approach was introduced
to tackle the video transcoding and the delivery issues. Table 4 summarizes the security challenge and its applications in
IoV for the distributed-based blockchain techniques.

T A B L E 4 Distributed-based techniques security challenge and its applications

S.No Method Security challenge Application

1 Blockchain-based distributed
method

Proposed method does not consider about client
security—for instance, they resort to trading all
information of the vehicle without the proprietor’s
consent or uncover confidential information to the
requester.

Automotive security and
privacy service for smart
vehicles

2 Blockchain-based distributed
control system

Challenges related to Security and protection of client’s
information, and specific necessities concerning
individual information security.

Vehicular communication
systems

3 Distributed Blockchain-Based
Vehicular Network
Architecture

The issue of choosing the criteria to secure conventional
vehicles.

Smart city

4 Blockchain-enabled Mobile
Edge Computing

Because of the constrained figuring capacities, current
blockchain-based video frameworks cannot empower
video transcoding, which changes a video starting with
one form then onto the next rendition on the fly to
discharge the enormous weight of the capacity and data
transmission.

Video streaming application
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3.1.5 Decentralized-based techniques

Odiete et al presented cowry, the platform to publish metadata describing the available resources.94 Here, the published
resources, such as filtering and fast search were considered. The major contribution is the fully decentralized architecture
that integrates the blockchain and the traditional distributed dataset for gaining additional features, such as retrieval of
the metadata stored and efficient query on blockchain.

Skarmeta et al developed distributed approach for controlling the access to its sensitive IoV information.95 Thus,
this approach was implemented with the consideration of severe constraints of previous smart objects with respect to
processing and communication power.

Abdmeziem et al developed decentralized and batch-enabled GKM protocol for securing multicast communications.96

This protocol was very simple and it mitigates the rekeying overhead triggered by the membership changes in the mobile
and dynamic groups, and guarantees both the forward and backward secrecy.

3.1.6 Data sharing-based techniques

The data-sharing techniques employed in the blockchain as it relates to IoV security are elaborated in this section.
Kang et al modeled secure Peer to Peer (P2P) data sharing systems in vehicles.97 The smart contract technology and
consortium blockchain were introduced for achieving secure and efficient data sharing and storage. Additionally, the
reputation-enabled data-sharing approach was introduced with three weight subjective logic model to obtain the accurate
reputation management of high-quality data sharing from the vehicles.

Brousmiche et al addressed the issues of sharing and securing the vehicle’s data over consortium BC.98 They designed
the hybrid cryptographic protocol for securing the vehicle’s data between the stakeholders. Zhang et al presented a
BC-enabled secure data sharing system to tackle both the privacy and security issues.99 In this case, the announcement
messages were stored by BC. This framework is utilized to prevent the fake messages.

Pouraghily and Wolf developed the protocol, named Ticket-enabled Verification for defining two logical entities: trans-
action verifier and contract manager.100 This framework limits the requirement for the high-performance embedded
systems and mitigates the networking and processing overhead.

Luong et al developed optimal auction for edge resource allocation based on deep learning.101 The Multi-layer neural
network architecture was designed based on analytical solution of optimal auction. Here, the neural network initially
performed monotone transformations of miners’ bids. Later, the conditional payment and allocation was computed for
miners, and then the valuations of miners were used for adjusting the parameters in neural networks for optimizing loss
function.

Mahmood et al developed Efficient Key Management (EKM) for the multiparty communication-enabled scenarios.102

The session key management protocol was introduced by applying the symmetric polynomial for the group members,
and group head acts as the responsible node. Here, the polynomial generation approach utilized secure hash function
and security credentials.

3.1.7 Authentication-based techniques

This section elaborates on the authentication approaches in the blockchain using various methods. Wazid et al modeled
the lightweight Authenticated Key Management Protocol (AKM-IoV) for dealing with secure communication from sev-
eral entities in the IoV platform.103 AKM-IoV comprises of three steps (a) AKM between vehicle and fog server, (b) AKM
between RSU and fog server, and (c) AKM between the cloud server and fog server. In all three phases, after the mutual
authentication, the communicating parties establish the session keys for secure communications. Wang et al developed a
BC-based approach in IoV. Here, the BC framework was devised for designing a key distribution mechanism.104 The BC
ledger techniques were employed for a new node joining mechanism, and the BC consensus was introduced for finding
a new vehicle identity authentication mechanism.

Sharma and Chakraborty designed the architecture for the vehicular information system based on blockchain for
maintaining consensus between the distributed services in order to ensure privacy preservation, data integrity, and the
vehicle authentication.105 This framework was designed to manage massive scale IoV data. The local caching scheme was
introduced for avoiding large transaction time. Pal et al developed the blockchain technology which was utilized for the
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IoT systems.106 Here, the blockchain techniques removed the requirement of third party for validating transactions over
network. Here, the blockchain also included the key management systems for the Blockchain Public Key Infrastructure
and bitcoin currency wallet.

Hernandez-Ramos et al developed lightweight authentication and the authorization approach for supporting the
smart objects during the life cycle.107 Li et al proposed privacy-preserving protocol to ensure the announcements are
reliable. The proposed protocol is efficient and effective in the untrusted VANET environment.108 Based on the author’s
simulations, they found out that total time of announcements per user is very efficient than other protocols. The incentive
mechanism of the protocol also encourages users to be active in the communication. Due to the Blockchain techniques in
their approach, they noticed that security is enhanced by observing announcements and transactions that can be traced
only by the Trace manager.108

Sharma et al designed a novel vehicular data framework utilizing Blockchain innovation to keep up an agreement
among conveyed specialist co-ops to guarantee information honesty, vehicle verification, protection safeguarding, and
consistent access control.109 This decentralized blockchain structure is exceptionally reasonable to oversee the enormous
scale of information. The constraint of longer exchange time can be kept away by receiving the proposed procedure that
may be valuable in profoundly unique IoV conditions.109 Ferdous et al proposed an autobiography of smart cars leveraging
blockchain technology to make a permanent record of each datum, called the self-portrayal of a vehicle, created inside its
life expectancy.

Additionally, the authors clarify how the permanence trademark of the blockchain ensures the trust in this record.
The data can be shared between one vehicle to another vehicle using the autobiography method, which provides added
authentication service using blockchain.110,111 Esposito et al proposes a novel solution for distributed management of
identity and authorization policies by leveraging the blockchain technology from a smart city perspective.112 Table 5
summarizes the authentication-based techniques security challenge and its applications from the IoV perspective for
authentication-based blockchain technique.

3.1.8 Trust-based techniques

The analysis based on different trust-based blockchain approaches for IoV security is elaborated as follows: Arshad and
Javaid designed the vehicular network architecture using blockchain for the smart city.113 This approach was introduced
to eliminate problems related to the malicious nodes and selfish nodes. In this scenario, the malicious behavior of the
nodes was handled based on the incentive mechanism and trust values. Fort et al developed TrustedPals to solve the
secure Multi-party Computation (SMC) problem.114 The TrustedPals is an efficient smart card-enabled implementation
of SMC for any number of participating entities of the model. The security models were trusted by other processes to
establish secure channels between each other.

Mendiboure et al developed an architecture, named SD-IoV for improving the resource utilization, IoV net-
work management, and the QoS. Here, an innovative trust establishment system was also introduced based on the
blockchain technology.115 The main objective of this system is to handle application identity, application behav-
ior, and network resource management and allocation. Sheas, and Javaid developed trust value scheme using
blockchain technology for trust management and reliability in IoV.116 Here, the trust value refers to the trustworthi-
ness behavior of the vehicle. In addition, the credit-enabled incentive approach was introduced based on the vehicle
performance.

T A B L E 5 Authentication-based techniques security challenge and its applications

S.No Method Security challenge Application

1 Improved authentication scheme based
on blockchain framework

Fake message is being sent to the server to adulterate the traffic
circumstance and influence the ordinary traffic.

Smart contract

2 Blockchain-based novel architecture for
vehicle authentication and privacy
preservation

Abuse of private information by the administration suppliers or
harmful clients disregard the security strategy and could
cause cultural misfortune

BlockAPP

3 Autobiography of a smart car The information produced by clear vehicles does not have an
appropriate system to ensure secrecy, realness, and reliability.

Smart Cars
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3.1.9 Other techniques

The analysis based on other blockchain-based techniques in IoV security is elaborated in this subsection. Ali et al devel-
oped a decentralized architecture for access control and the permission delegation of IoT, with demands on the query and
event-based permission delegation.117 Then, the Blockchain was introduced for making delegation services to be trusted,
secure, decentralized, and verifiable. Lei et al presented a vital management approach for transferring the key from secu-
rity managers (SMs) in heterogeneous VCS.118 This approach adopted the BC concept and optimized the performance
based on dynamic transaction collection periods. This BC structure allows the key to transfer securely in the decentral-
ized SM network. Then, the collection period selection technique was introduced for shrinking the essential transfer time
of the BC scheme. Finally, the dynamic transaction collection period was further optimized to reduce key transfer time
costs.

Sharma modeled an energy-efficient transaction system for BC-based IoV. This approach was utilized for solving the
ledgers to pose severe issues for vehicles by controlling the transactions optimally based on distributed clustering.119 Liu
et al presented Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL)-enabled performance optimization for BC-driven IoV.120 Here, the
transactional throughput was reduced to address security and latency of underlying BC system, however, guaranteeing
a decentralization. Here, the DRL approach was introduced for selecting the block producers and adjusting the block
interval and the block size for adapting the dynamics of IoV scenarios.

Zhou et al modeled an energy-efficient vehicle based on edge and BC computing.121 Initially, the consortium
blockchain-enabled secure trading approach was introduced for Vehicle to Grid (V2G). After that, edge computing was
established for improving the probability of block-creation. In this case, the computation problem was then solved
by the two-stage Stackelberg leader-follower game, and the best solution was obtained from the backward induction
approach.

Salem et al developed a private blockchain approach for solving integrity, authenticity, and confidentiality issues.122

Here, in-vehicle networking was considered, which contains switches and a central gateway. Wang et al123 devel-
oped a collaborative vehicular edge computing approach, termed CEVC. The CEVC is the centralized, physically
dispersed network. This approach supported scalable vehicular services and the applications of both vertical and
horizontal collaborations. The method did not consider artificial intelligence and deep learning to maximize system
performance.

Bickson et al developed an approach to enable secure multi-party numerical components in the peer-to-peer
network.124 This issue arises in the full range of applications, such as distributed computation of trust and reputation, col-
laborative filtering, and so on, in which the computing nodes preserved the privacy of inputs when joint computation of
a specific function was performed. Ames et al developed a zero-knowledge argument protocol where the communication
complexity is directly proportional to the square root of the circuit size.125 This protocol is based on a collision-resistant
hash function.

Video-based security techniques have been used in the literature lately that can be used for IoV security. For example,
Chang et al propose a novel video-based semantic pooling approach for attack detection126 and through semantic repre-
sentation utilizing image/video archives.127 Luo et al propose a novel semi-supervised feature selection method for video
semantic recognition that can used for the attack detection.128 Wang et al discuss a visual saliency guided complex image
retrieval model to extract events from multi modal data129

4 ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss the survey of blockchain techniques to secure IoV using metrics such as year of publication,
categorization of approaches, performance evaluation metrics, usage of toolset, and performance evaluation metrics.

4.1 Analysis in terms of publication year

As per our analysis, more than 75 research papers are published to develop effective blockchain techniques to secure
IoV. The analysis in terms of publication year is depicted in Table 6. Seventy five papers were surveyed, and the
number of research papers published increasing steadily from year 2010, with the highest papers published in the
year 2019.
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T A B L E 6 Analysis with respect to publication year

Published year Number of research papers

2019 31

2018 6

2017 11

2016 2

2015 2

2014 3

2013 1

2010 2

4.2 Analysis in terms of the toolset used

We also performed analysis in terms of the experimentation tools used by the researchers in these distinct research works.
Figure 6 depicts the experimentation tools used by the researchers for conducting experiments for the blockchain-based
techniques to secure IoV. The commonly used toolsets for blockchain are Hyperledger/fabric-chain tool, MATLAB, NS2
simulator, OMNeT++, SUMO, Crypto++, PyTorch with Python 3.6, CloudSim, C, C++, ubuntu 16.04.2, and Amazon
EC2 compute-optimized instance c5. As shown in Figure 6, it is clear that the most frequently employed experimentation
tool is MATLAB.

4.3 Analysis in terms of techniques

We conducted analysis based on blockchain techniques utilized by the researchers to secure IoV. The techniques utilized
for the effective blockchain approaches is shown in Figure 7. The figure reflects that 42% of the research projects utilized
security-based approaches, whereas 18% of researches employed decentralized-based approach. It can be noted that 8% of
researches used an approach based on data sharing, and 5% used an authentication-based approach. The distributed-based
approach is utilized by 7% of researchers, and reputation-based approaches is adapted in 7% of the researches.
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F I G U R E 7 Analysis based on categorized blockchain techniques

Moreover, 5% of the researches are based on privacy-based approach. From the analysis, it can be noted that security-based
methods are the most commonly employed blockchain approaches for securing IoV.

4.4 Analysis in terms of performance evaluation metrics

In this subsection, we present the analysis in terms of performance analysis metrics to evaluate the performance of
blockchain techniques to secure IoV. These analysis results are presented in Table 7. The metrics considered are time, cost,
key transfer time, power, reputation value, detection rate, utility, detection accuracy, throughput, end-to-end delay, packet
loss ratio, energy and network congestion. From Table 7, it is clear that the time, cost, and utility are widely preferred
performance evaluation metrics in the research involving blockchain techniques to secure IoV.

T A B L E 7 Analysis in terms of performance metrics

Performance metrics Number of research papers

Time 1,2,60,68,73,75,81,82,85,88,94,95,103

Cost 55,66,73,75,83,87,116

Key transfer time 180

Power 37,50,73

Reputation value 38,41

Detection rate 38,41

Utility 38,39,51,92

Detection accuracy 43

Throughput 46,54,83,94

End-to-End delay 46,75

Packet loss ratio 46

Network congestion 68,98

Energy 62,74,81,102
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T A B L E 8 Analysis based on time

Range of time (s) Number of research papers

30-40 52,82

50-60 1,60,75

60-70 73,103,114,120

70-80 2,52,68,81,85,95

Since “time” is the widely used performance evaluation metric, we conducted deeper analysis in terms of “time”
performance evaluation metric. Table 8 depicts the analysis in terms of average execution time specified using four
ranges such as: 30-40 seconds, 50-60 seconds, 60-70 seconds, and 70-80 seconds. From Table 8, it can be shown that
works2,52,68,81,85,95 had improved average execution time with the range 70-80 seconds.

5 RESEARCH GAPS AND CHALLENGES

Based on our review of the blockchain techniques to secure IoV, we describe the research gaps and challenges in this
section. The research gaps in the security-based approaches are as follows: The method in Reference 37 failed to con-
sider the flow control mechanism in software-defined networking (SDN) for improving the network throughput. The
lightweight design was not provided to improve the scalability in more IoE scenarios. The method71 failed to apply
IoT-enabled practical EV charging systems for the resource-constrained devices. In Reference 47, the reinforcement and
deep learning were not considered to improve the system performance. Several blockchain-driven cybersecurity, such
as decentralized service network securities and IoT was not considered.25 In Reference 58, the authors failed to use
centralized devices in the IoT, such as networking and the cybersecurity. The method in Reference 60 failed to con-
sider optimal energy aggregator selection for Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) nodes with poor or excellent credit
values. A consensus algorithm was not considered in Reference 61 for improving performance and scalability. The gaps
and issues identified from the privacy-based approaches are discussed as follows: membership benefit policies and cash
feedback strategies are not considered for achieving anonymous transactions.63 Real-world scenarios with various time
intervals were not considered for identifying the offloading strategy and for obtaining the energy savings of the Edge
Computing Devices.64

The limitations and gaps of the reputation-based approaches are as follows: the method in Reference 71 was not
implemented in the real Named Data Networking testbed and failed to merge the cross-industry blockchain approaches,
such as Hyperledger.71 The method in Reference 38 failed to consider more weights to enhance the accuracy of the miner
candidate reputation. The method failed to address the optimization problems in the second and third levels in VEN.74

The challenging issues of the distributed-based methods are as follows: the new-mobility friendly approach was not
established to mitigate the overload. The method in Reference 67 failed to use IEC 61499 standard for the function blocks
implementation to perform the required functionality to secure IoV. The method in Reference 79 did not consider the
channel reliability of cellular networks and the traffic from the vehicles. The main drawback of this approach is that the
high workload failed to bring several pending transactions.83

The gaps and issues identified by the decentralized-based approaches are discussed as follows: the method in Refer-
ence 88 failed to simulate the revocation mechanism for the compromised devices. The method in Reference 43 failed
to analyze the abnormal network traffic monitoring using machine learning approaches.43 In the method,93 the secu-
rity problems concerning malicious consensus nodes were not considered by contract theory and reputation.93 In the
method,92 the vehicles failed to provide a comfortable service, and the available time to the customer for getting a positive
rating is comparatively smaller.92 A testable system was not considered for providing some real work security guarantees
in Reference 91. Additional features are not included in the distributed model as well as their suitability for various IoT
use cases in Reference 95. The method in Reference 96 failed to investigate the performance of the protocol under various
mobility and the network models utilized in the real IoT test-beds.96

The issues of data sharing-based methods are explained as follows: the transaction rates and the volume for scalability
issues were not analyzed in Reference 98. The method in Reference 75 does not consider Ethereum in order to improve the
throughput of the system. Multiple edge computing resource units are not considered to improve the system performance
in Reference 101. The method in Reference 102 failed to implement EKM in Ubiquitous to Internet of Thing (U2IoT).102
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T A B L E 9 Summary of gaps/challenges

S.No Parameters Gaps/challenges

1 Heterogeneity Connecting devices are used in the IoV in a variety of ways since they are deployed by various
individuals, authorities, and entities. Furthermore, they have various resolutions, functionalities,
and operating conditions. As a result, allowing the seamless presence of various devices at the
same time is difficult. Combining such devices in a heterogeneous network, in particular,
increases the degree of complexity.

2 Centralization Smart vehicle architectures are currently focused on centralized, and mediated communication
models. All of the vehicles are marked, authenticated, approved, and linked by central cloud
servers. The malfunction of cloud servers will put the entire network at risk.

3 Lack of Privacy In most current communication architectures, user privacy is not covered. In other words, data
about the vehicle are shared without the consent of the owner.

4 Interoperability In the IoV ecosystem, all human and non-human artifacts are treated as participants. In IoV
applications, each actor may play a number of roles depending on the context and the situation,
including service providers, data users, data providers, and available resources. It is important to
ensure that all actors work seamlessly in order to realize the IoV vision.

5 Mobility Protocol reliability and the IoT network are two problems for mobility. Due to substantial processor
and energy constraints, sensor networks and mobile networks are currently not sufficiently
configured to handle standard IoT applications.

6 Scalability Because of the rapid development of embedded technology, the use of miniaturized devices (such as
actuators and sensors) has increased. Simultaneously, the amount of data generated by these
devices continues to increase indefinitely. As a result, another major IoV problem is managing the
number of devices and the data they generate.

The limitations faced by authentication-based approaches are as follows: the AKM-IoV method in Reference 103 does
not explore its application in a real-world deployment. Blockchain consensus technology was not considered in Reference
93 for identifying new vehicle authentication. Standard-enabled alternative mechanisms, like PANA, was not considered
for obtaining trade-offs among features that were provided by various solutions.107

The research gaps of the trust-based approaches are explained as follows: the method in Reference 113 failed to con-
sider other algorithms for finding the shortest path between an ordinary node and the controller node. The limitations of
other blockchain-based techniques are as follows: in Reference 123, the considerable load overhead problem has occurred
on both backhaul and radio layers, and it is also complicated for both deployment and management. The method in Refer-
ence 115 does not design application programming interfaces (APIs) among the blockchain network and SDN controllers
based on REST API. The method in Reference 116 failed to solve the traffic issues of the specific vehicles.116 Formal veri-
fication and formal modeling of BC was not considered in Reference 117. The pseudonym management system was not
considered while implementing the BC concept in Reference 118. The adaptive consensus approach was not considered
for BC-based IoV schemes.120 In Reference 121, the contract theory was not considered to design an incentive mechanism
for the V2G energy trading system.

The identified gaps and security challenges are tabulated as shown below in Table 9:
To address the existing gaps and limitations of the existing techniques, we propose 5G and IoV enabled blockchain

technology to address the IoV security issues. One of the significant advantages of 5G is that it can overcome any
issues between the physical devices and cloud server. A 5G-enabled Hyper speed network furnishes an incorporated dis-
seminated accounting framework with consistent 5G connectivity for keen agreement framework, security framework,
and a layered accord system. The 5G-enabled framework can address the issues of high-throughput and unpredictable,
decentralized needs that are not addressed by the current solutions.

6 CONCLUSION

This paper surveys different blockchain techniques to secure the IoV. The papers collected from the literature are classi-
fied based on their techniques, such as security, reputation, privacy, decentralization, data sharing, authentication, and
trust-based approaches. The existing research work related to blockchain-based approaches to secure the IoV are ana-
lyzed, and their gaps with respect to the requirements are described. The following major gaps and research challenges
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were identified. (a) Lightweight design was not provided to improve the scalability issues. (b) Reinforcement and deep
learning are not considered. (c) Adaptive consensus algorithms were not considered for improving the performance and
scalability. (d) Incentive mechanisms could be designed to further improve the contract implementations. (e) With respect
to the decentralized-based approaches, the existing methods are deficient in the abnormal network traffic monitoring.
The gaps uncovered in this study can be studied further by the researchers to improve the field of blockchain-based IoV
security work. Also based on our analysis in this study, we can conclude that the security-based technique is the most pop-
ular blockchain-based technique to secure the IoV compared to other techniques. Similarly, MATLAB is the widely used
toolset to conduct research experiments to study the impact of blockchain-based techniques to secure the IoV. Among
the performance evaluation metrics, cost, time, and utility are the popular metrics used for the experimental evaluation
purposes. While we attempted to do as detailed a survey as possible in regard to the blockchain techniques for IoV secu-
rity, and though we propose a 5G-based solution approach, this study is limited by the details of the proposed solution
framework and architecture based on the existing gaps in the literature, and these issues will be handled in our future
work.
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